The May 25th issue will be the last of the weekly issues.
Over the summer newsletters will be sent out monthly.
For more news please see http://physics.yale.edu/news

For further information on any of the items included
here or if you would like to contribute to the next
newsletter, send email to Daphne Klemme.
§
Please click here for updates on the Yale Science
Building, including a new logistics plan. The project
encompasses the construction of a new state of the art
sciences laboratory at the approximate location of the
demolished J.W. Gibbs building, a comprehensive
renovation of the KBT Plaza, a lecture hall, and a
common area at the south end of KBT Plaza.
§
Yale Travel News - Additional Security Measures for
Flights to the US
The US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) now
requires additional security measures for all
international flights to the US. These measures may
include enhanced screening, as well as heightened
screening of electronic devices larger than a standard
smartphone.
Travelers should be prepared to remove these devices
from their protective cases or outer packaging for
inspection. If you have a case that requires a
screwdriver or other special tools to remove, it's
recommended doing so before arriving at the airport.
Travelers will also be required to carry a printed or
digital copy of their airline ticket, and may also be asked
to switch on all electronic devices, to ensure that they
are fully charged prior to any US bound flight.
For international flights, the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) recommends arriving at the
airport at least three hours before your flight, allowing
time for these additional security measures.
§
Yale Procurement News - Beginning June 1, 2018, Pcard
holders will receive an email notification from JP
Morgan Chase detailing fraud and suspicious activity to

Commencement is May 21, 2018. Summer Sessions for 2018
run as follows: Session A – May 28-June 29 and Session B – July
2-August 3.

Tuesday, May 22 Wright Lab Event WIDG Seminar. Kim Siang
Khaw, University of Washington, “Muon g-2: a gateway to new
physics beyond the Standard Model”, WLC 216 at 12:00pm.
Lunch will be served starting at 11:45am outside WLC 216.
RSVP required for lunch.
Thursday, May 24 Dissertation Defense. Jared Vasquez, Yale
University, “Illuminating the Higgs boson: Measurement of the
properties of the Higgs boson in the diphoton channel”, SPL 56
at 10:00am. Thesis Advisor: Paul Tipton.
For more seminars see: http://physics.yale.edu/calendar

their accounts. In the past, this report was triaged
through the Yale Pcard Office. Direct delivery is a
quicker more efficient way to notify cardholders of a
possible compromise to their Yale University Pcard.
What do I have to do?
•

If a fraud or suspicious activity notification is
received, the cardholder should contact JP Morgan
Chase at the number listed on the back of their
Pcard. That number is also listed below.

•

Cardholders can run the “My Expense Transactions”
report in Workday to review transactions or
additional suspicious transactions.
o

U.S/Canada Toll Free: 800-316-6056

o

Outside of the U.S.: (collect) 847-468-3748

o

TTY/TDD 800-955-8060

Does Yale University allow others to contact JP
Morgan on behalf of the cardholder?
•

No. Yale University does not allow proxies for
University Pcards due to the confidentiality of
its cardholders and to eliminate any
opportunity of additional fraud activity.
Therefore, as the cardholder, you will need to
contact JP Morgan Chase directly.

•

What if I have additional questions or need
further assistance?
If you have any questions or need additional
assistance, please contact the Yale University
Pcard Office at 203-432-3227 or email
purchasing.card@yale.edu.

